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algorithms, the solar angle optimizer aims to constantly adapt solar panel positions in 

response to varying sunlight conditions, thereby maximizing energy generation. 
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Abstract 

 

The demand for renewable energy sources has increased significantly in recent years due to 

the growing concerns about climate change and environmental sustainability. Solar energy 

has emerged as one of the most promising and widely used renewable energy sources. 

However, the efficiency and output of solar energy systems depend on various factors, 

including the position of the sun, the angle of the solar panel, and weather conditions. 

 

A detailed design, method, and tested outcomes of a solar angle optimizer are presented in 

this master's thesis being the main focus. The primary accomplishment is the testing, 

simplification, and preparation of extensive documentation that can be used in future study 

on Photovoltaic system optimization. For this specificity, calculating the sun’s position using 

an RTC module and positioning the PV panel perpendicular to the sun is not accomplished in 

this study. 

 

As this thesis is the improvement of a previous master’s thesis, some tests are done on 

prebuilt H Bridge-motor drive, Power measuring board and Programmable Logic Controller 

(PLC) codes. Moreover, all the flaws of previous designs and works are mitigated by designing 

and building new boards or some other alternative ways. All the sensors and equipment are 

connected to PLC and few PLC programs are developed for various tasks and tests.  

 

Mainly, the code is developed for a motor control system that positions the Photovoltaic (PV) 

panel to an optimal position where the power output is maximum. And after optimization, in 

a certain interval, it positions itself accordingly, if the position of maximum output changes. 

 

While building the whole system some safety issues are taken into consideration like storm 

and uncontrolled rotation of the rig. Codes are developed to prevent uncontrolled rotation 

and during storm the panels will be positioned horizontally to reduce air drag. 

 

Several tests have been performed: The H bridge motor drive from previous work is tested 

but unfortunately it was not working so a new one is designed and built.  

Power measuring board from previous work is tested and there were major design flaws. As 

there is limitation of time so some prebuilt devices are used to measure voltage and current 

of the PV panel, instead of making a new one. 

Induction sensors has been tested if they can prevent the rig from hitting any obstacles. The 

‘Positional initialization of the PV panels using Induction sensors’ is also tested.  

Using a strong light source at UiT Electrical Machine lab, the performance of the whole system 

is observed at different conditions and the results are logged into PLC using a data logger 

program.  



 
 

The lab tests were performed using only one PV panel for simplification, whereas in the final 

phase, it is effective for total 8 panels. With an open circuit voltage of 21.20 V and a peak 

power current of 2.94 A, each panel is capable of delivering 50 Watts of peak output. 
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1 Introduction 

 

The world is facing an energy crisis, and with the increasing concerns about climate change 

and the finite nature of fossil fuels, the need for sustainable and renewable energy sources 

has never been more pressing. Solar energy is one of the most promising and widely adopted 

alternatives to fossil fuels, as it is a clean, abundant, and sustainable source of power. 

However, to fully leverage the potential of solar energy, it is essential to optimize the 

performance of solar panels. One of the key factors that affect the performance of solar 

panels is the angle at which they are positioned. The angle of the solar panels can have a 

significant impact on the amount of energy they can capture from the sun, and finding the 

optimal angle is crucial for maximizing their efficiency. The solar angle optimizer is a device 

or a system that adjusts the angle of solar panels to optimize their efficiency in capturing 

energy from the sun. There are different ways to design such a device, depending on the 

specific application and the type of solar panels used. Lab test model is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1: Dual axis solar angle optimizer (Lab test model) 
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The Solar angle optimizer can use different techniques such as using sensors to track the sun's 

movement or using weather forecast data to predict the sun's position, and automatically 

adjust the angle of the solar panels throughout the day to capture the maximum amount of 

energy. With the increasing adoption of solar energy and the need for more efficient and cost-

effective solar energy systems, the development of a solar angle optimizer has become more 

important than ever. 

Energy capturing from the sun depends on several crucial characteristics. The most crucial 

aspects are: 

- the position of a photovoltaic panel in relation to the incident solar radiation. 

- a certain surface's cumulative solar radiation over time (days, months, and years). 

- impacts on the atmosphere, including as absorption and dispersion. 

- the time of the day and the season. 

The angle of the sun with respect to the solar panel must be optimized in order to be able to 

use solar energy as efficiently as feasible. A motorized technology is employed to maintain 

the solar panels' ideal angle to the sun to increase their energy capturing efficiency. 
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2 System Description 

2.1 The Rig 

The rig consists of a mast with two-axis motor. Rated voltage of each motor is 24 VDC and 

rated current is 5 Amps. Internal gear ratio of this motor is 575:1. The worm gears have a gear 

ratio of 73:1. So the actual gear ratio is 83950. This high gear ratio prevents the mounting 

frame from moving when the motor is stationary.  

Additionally, the motors have Hall Effect sensors that produce two pulses for every rotation. 

These sensors are extremely polarity sensitive, therefore using the incorrect polarity while 

wiring, might result in damage to the sensors. These sensors are utilized to know the motor 

drive's exact position at all times. 

A H-bridge motor drive is used to control the motor through PLC. By switching polarity, this 

H-bridge enables the motor to operate in both the forward and reverse directions. The H-

bridge is constructed in such a way that it can handle a sufficient amount of current during 

switching and can transition quickly. The Dual Axis Rig is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2: Dual Axis Rig 
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The setup is wired with several cables. The cables will rip apart if the rig rotates beyond a 

specific limit. Additionally, it has the potential to harm several components. To prevent this 

to happen, two induction sensors are mounted on azimuthal direction and two on the tilt 

direction. These induction sensors are also used while initializing the panel’s position.  

An anemometer with a measurement range of 0.3 to 60 m/s is used to measure the wind 

speed. The anemometer’s output signal is DC voltage and is linear to the wind with a 

sensitivity of 0.164 Vs/m. The anemometer requires 24 VDC which is supplied from the PLC.  

A pyranometer is incorporated with the system for comparing the power acquired by the 

panels and actual irradiation of the sun. The pyranometer has a sensitivity of 49.5 µV/W/𝑚2. 

It gives output as DC voltage and requires no external voltage supply. 

 

 

2.2 The Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) 

Wago PFC200 PLC is used for this project. The PFC200 is compact and convenient for WAGO 

I/O System. It is compatible with all the digital, analog, and specialty modules of 750/7503 

series. PFC200 supports SD card as well, which is used to log the result data. The I/O modules 

used for this project are as below: 

750-404/000-003: This is a frequency module which counts the 12-24 V pulse period at the 

CLOCK input. This module is used to count the pulses generated from the motor. The output 

signal from Hall Effect sensor is connected at the CLOCK input of this module. The power for 

the Hall Effect sensor is also provided from this module. There are two frequency modules for 

two motors. 

750-455: This is a 4-channel analog input which can process standard 4 to 20 mA signals. The 

4 induction sensors are connected to this module.  

750-504: This digital output module has four channels. The device sends 24 VDC control 

signals through this module to the linked actuators, in this instance the H-Bridge motor drive. 

As the output current is only 0.5 A from this module, an external power supply is needed for 

the H-Bridge and the output signals are utilized just to trigger the relays of H-Bridge. 

750-640: This is a real-time clock module designed to provide accurate timekeeping 

functionality for applications that require time synchronization. It can also be configured to 

synchronize with an external time source, such as a GPS receiver, to ensure precise 

timekeeping. Sun’s position is calculated using this module.  

750-468: This is also a 4-channel analog input module. But it differs from the 750-455 module 

as it processes standard 0 to 10 V signals. The anemometer and pyranometer is connected to 

this module.  
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3 Methodology 

 

3.1 Perturb and Observe Method: 

The Perturb and Observe method is a popular technique used in maximum power point 

tracking algorithms for photovoltaic systems. Its purpose is to optimize the power output of 

a PV system by continuously adjusting the operating point of the PV panel to track the 

maximum power point. 

 

 

Figure 3: Solar angle on PV panel 

 

Power output from a PV panel highly depends on the angle between the sunlight and the 

panel, among other factors.  

𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ cos α …………… (1)  

where, 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 = Output power of the PV panel 

 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥  = Maximum/ Peak power of the PV panel 

 α = Angle between the sunlight and the PV panel 

To reach the maximum power point, the controller starts by initializing the operating point of 

the PV panel. In this project, the initial point is set by calculating the sun’s position. Then the 

operating point perturbs (changes) slightly and measure the power. After perturbation, new 

power output is compared with the previous power output. 

If the power increases, perturbing in the same direction is continued assuming it is still 

approaching the maximum power point. 

If the power output decreases instead of increasing, the direction of the perturbation is 

changed in the same manner. This process is repeated in a continuous loop, gradually 

adjusting the operation point of the PV panel based on the power comparison.    
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3.2  Program 

All the codes are written in e!cockpit software. The e!cockpit offers a user-friendly interface 

and a number of tools to help speed up the programming process and ease the development 

and management of automation projects. It has built-in debugging tools and simulation 

capabilities, and it supports a number of programming languages, including ladder logic, 

Structured Text (ST), and function block diagram.  

In previous work, a ladder logic was used for the motor control while the other codes were 

written in ST but in this thesis, all the codes are written in ST which made the program 

convenient. 

There are supposed to be 5 main programs: Initializing, Locating the Sun and adjusting the 

panel accordingly, Optimizing, Tracking the sun and a program for Storm Mode.   

 

Figure 4: Induction sensor’s tentative positions 
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The PLC cycles through the code continuously. The system starts with the ‘Initializing’ mode. 

At the starting, panel’s position is unknown. So, to initialize, the azimuth and the tilt positions 

are considered at predefined angles in accordance with the induction sensors. Induction 

sensor’s tentative positions are shown in the Figure 4. 

And then it starts calculating the sun’s location and position the panel perpendicular to the 

sun. Then it starts checking for optimal position. It starts by varying the azimuth angle first. 

When the azimuth angle reaches optimal position, tilt angle optimization comes into action.  

When both the angles are in optimal position, the panel stays there for several minutes. Then 

again the system checks for another optimal position. If the optimal position changes, the 

panel is oriented accordingly, which is a continuous process. 

At any time and in any mode, if the wind speed is 20 m/s or more, Storm Mode enables. And 

the panel goes to 0-degree tilt position. The azimuth angle remains unchanged. If the wind 

speed is below the limit for at least 10 minutes, the panel goes back to the position where it 

was before the storm. 

While in tracking mode, if the azimuth angle reaches to a given limit (330° in this regard) or 

the sun is under the horizon, the panel will come back to its initial position. Limiting the 

rotation to 330° prevents the wires to be torn off.  

The irradiation was calculated within PLC using the equation 2. 

 Irradiation = v/s . . . . . . . . . . . . (2) 
 
Where, v= voltage reading from the pyranometer. 
 S= 49.5 (Sensitivity of the pyranometer)  
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3.3 Algorithm 

The algorithm is constructed in a way that reduces complexity and increases program 

efficiency. To have a clearer picture how the whole system works, the algorithm is presented 

in two sections. One is the overall structure & the other one is the detailed structure of every 

stage.  

 

Figure 5: Overall algorithm flowchart 
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Figure 6: Algorithm flowchart of ‘Storm mode’ 
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Figure 7: Algorithm flowchart of ‘Initialization’ 
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Figure 8: Algorithm flowchart of ‘Optimization and Tracking’ 
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Figure 9: Algorithm flowchart of ‘Returning’ 
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4 Practical work 

 

4.1 Printed Circuit Board (PCB) of H-Bridge motor drive 

The PCB was designed in “Altium Designer” software. ‘HF140FF’ miniature relay with a 

switching capability of 10 A was used. Having 2 channels in each module, total 4 modules 

were used. A dual layer PCB was designed and printed. 

Circuit diagram of H-Bridge for a single motor is shown in the Figure 10 as the circuits are 

identical for both motors. 

 

 

Figure 10: Circuit Diagram of H-Bridge Motor drive 
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Figure 11: Schematic Diagram of the H-Bridge 

 

 

Figure 12: PCB Layout of the H-Bridge 
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4.2 Printed Circuit Board (PCB) for power measurement 

In the previous work, to measure the power from the solar cell panels LEM elements were 

used, to measure voltage and current. The board was designed to measure the voltage, 

current, and power output of a DC power source. In the current study, a test was performed 

to check if the power measuring PCB was performing as expected. 

 

Figure 13: Circuit diagram of power measuring board 

Test: 

To conduct this test, a DC power supply capable of providing up to 42 V and 20 A was used as 

PV IN. Two 24 VDC motors were used as load (PV Out).  

The voltage measuring component LAH 50-p was tested using a variable voltage supply from 

10 to 42 VDC. But the current measuring component HX 03-p was measured at a fixed voltage 

of 24 VDC as that was the rated voltage for the motors, used as load. The measuring elements 

were supplied proper voltages (+15, 0, -15) from trainer board. 

 The following results were obtained from the lab test: 

Test result of LAH 50-p: 

PV IN (Volt) LAH 50 reading (Volt) 

10 -0.73 

15 -0.59 

20 -0.45 

25 -0.31 

30 -0.176 

40 0.104 

42 (Max) 0.156 

Table 1: Test results of LAH 50-p 
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The voltage was measured across the 22 K ohm resistor connected with “M” terminal of 
LAH50-p. 
 
Test result of HX03-p: 

 Multimeter Reading (Amp) HX 03 Reading (Volt) 

1 motor running 1.2 1.4 

2 motor running 2.63 3.54 

Table 2: Test result of HX03-p 
 

The voltage was measured across the 150-ohm resistor connected with the “output” terminal 
of HX03-p. 
 
The results of the lab test indicate that the power measuring PCB board can measure the 

voltage & current. But unfortunately, the voltage readings are not accurate for low input 

voltages.  

And regarding current measurement, the reading seems quite accurate. But the current to 

voltage conversion ratio is not appropriate for the PLC. Because when all the 8 panels will be 

mounted, the current will reach up to 24 A and then HX 03 voltage reading will be around 36 

V. But the PLC can read up to 10 V. 

Also, according to previous project report, the measuring board can’t sustain the whole PV 

panels current. Rather it was designed to measure the power of a single PV panel. 

As the time was limited, no new power measuring board was built. Rather some prebuilt 

devices were used for measuring voltage and current. The PLC can read only voltage within 

the range 0-10 V. So, the voltage reading was stepped down with a ratio of 100:1 and the 

current was converted to voltage with a ratio of 1 A:0.4 V. 
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Rest of the tests were done with PLC and all the connected components and sensors. The 

components and sensors were connected as shown in Figure 14.  

 

 

Figure 14: Connection Diagram of the whole system 
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4.3 Induction sensors/Obstacle avoiding test 

The aim of this test was to check if the Induction sensors were working perfectly and 

preventing the rig from hitting any obstacle and to check if it was moveable on the opposite 

direction while having obstacle in other direction.   

The test was conducted by running the motors manually and a metal object was placed in 

front of the sensor to represent obstacle. The Human Machine Interface (HMI) in figure 15 

was created within e!cockpit for this test.  

 

Figure 15: HMI for Induction sensors/Obstacle avoiding test 

 

While testing in the HMI [Figure 15], both the motor 1 reverse (M1 REV) and forward (M1 

FWD) switches were on. It was indicated by the green light beside ‘M1 FWD’ that the motor 

was running in forward direction and by the red light beside ‘M1 REV’, the motor was not 

running in reverse. It was also indicated by the green light beside ‘Obstacle in Motor1 reverse 

direction’ that the obstacle was detected in reverse direction for which the motor was not 

running in reverse direction even though the switch was on. 

Other three sensors were tested in the same manner. Result data was logged into ‘Data 

logger’ program at an interval of 2 seconds. Retrieved data from the program was plotted 

through Matlab. 
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Results: 

 

Figure 16: Induction sensors/Obstacle avoiding test result for Azimuth Motor 

 

The forward switch was ‘ON’ from 0-16 second and the motor was rotating in forward 

direction. At 12th second, obstacle was detected in forward direction and the motor stopped 

immediately. When the reverse switch was turned ON at 22nd second, the reverse obstacle 

status was ‘LOW’ and the motor started reversing as the forward obstacle status was ‘HIGH’. 

Again, at 32nd second Reverse obstacle status was ‘HIGH’ which caused the motor to be 

stopped immediately, even though the reverse switch was turned ON. 
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Figure 17: Induction sensors/Obstacle avoiding test result for Tilt Motor 

Similar result was found for Tilt Motor, which led to the conclusion that the sensors can stop 

the motors if any obstacle is found in either direction while allowing for movement in the 

other direction. 

 

 

4.4 Initialization & Returning Test 

Two tests were performed in this segment. The initialization conditions were same in both 

tests. But the returning was tested under two different conditions; one was by limiting the 

azimuth angle and other one was using Induction Sensor.  

In the initialization process, azimuth motor (Motor1) started reversing until Induction sensor 

1 found an obstacle. Following that, azimuth angle was set as 15°. After setting the azimuth 
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angle, the tilt motor (Motor 2) began to reverse until the induction sensor 3 detected an 

obstacle, at that point the tilt angle was set as 90°.  

For the purposes of this experiment, the azimuth angle limit was set at 65°, and it was checked 

if the panel returned to its starting location if the azimuth angle reaches 65°. In practice, this 

angle will be set to a much higher limit. The motors were driven manually during the test to 

increase azimuth and tilt angle.  

 
Figure 18: ‘Initialization & Returning by limiting azimuth degree’ test result 

In figure 18, Azimuth motor was reversing at the beginning. At around 23rd second Induction 

sensor 1 detected obstacle. The motor stopped there, and azimuth angle was set to 15°. Then 

Tilt motor started reversing and at around 42nd second Induction sensor 3 detected obstacle. 

The motor stopped immediately, and tilt angle was set to 90°. Then the angles were increased 

by running the motors manually. 

 At around 97th second azimuth angle reached to 65°, thus returning program came to action 

and azimuth angle started decreasing. When azimuth angle became 15° at around 152nd 

second, the tilt angle started increasing as the panel had to go at 90° tilt position. It reached 

at 90° at around 174th second.  
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For this experiment, there no limit was set for the azimuth angle as the Induction sensor was 

to be tested. The test result is presented focusing only on azimuth angle.   

Figure 19: ‘Initialization & Returning by Induction Sensor’ Test result 

 

In case of 2nd experiment, in figure 19, the panel’s position was initialized similarly like 

previous experiment. The azimuth angle then began to rise. Induction sensor 2 identified an 

obstacle at 94th second, when the azimuth angle was about 86°. Then azimuth angle began 

to decrease until it returned to its starting point. 

In the test results, the azimuth angle in the event of a return was 15.16°–15.19° and the tilt 

angle was 90.89°. The outcome was therefore acceptable, which indicated that the algorithm 

also functioned as expected. 
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4.5 Optimization and Tracking test 

For this test a strong light source was used with a crane. So that it could be moved from left 

to right & up down direction.  

 

Figure 20: Experiment setup for Optimization & Hovering test 

A 630 Ω variable resistor was used as load for this experiment. The resistor was set to 451Ω. 

As at this setting the panel was providing maximum power which was 2-2.4 watt.  

Two separate devices were used to measure the voltage and current. To make the voltage & 

current reading compatible with PLC, the voltage was stepped down with a ratio of 100:1 and 

current was converted to voltage with a ratio of 1A: 0.4V. Because of these multiple devices 

and conversions, the power reading was very unstable. The power was calculated within PLC 

program using equation 3. 

 P=(𝑣 ∗ 100) ∗ (𝑖 ∗ 25) ………………………… (3) 

where, P=Power 

 𝑣= Voltage reading  

 𝑖= Current reading 
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Circuit shown in Figure 21 is used to measure the power of the PV panel. 

Figure 21: Circuit diagram of Power measuring arrangement 

 

Though the interval between optimizing and tracking mode was few minutes in actual 

algorithm, for the sake of this test, the interval was set to 1 minute. Which means, it would 

check for new optimal position within short range in every minute after optimization. And 

while testing, the position of the light source was changed during this 1-minute interval. 

As the Sun’s position calculation program was not implemented, so the optimization started 

from a random position while facing the panel towards the light source. 

Result data was logged into ‘Data logger’ program at an interval of 2 second. Retrieved data 

from the program is plotted through Matlab. 

The HMI in figure 22 was created within E!Cockpit to monitor important data during the test. 

 

Figure 22: HMI for monitoring data during Optimization & Hovering 
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Results: 

Figure 23: ‘Optimization & Tracking’ test result 

From the result plot, it was observed that the panel was optimizing up to around 54th second. 

After that it was idle for a minute. Then it entered tracking mode and checked for optimal 

position within short range. Two tracking cycle is represented in the result. Some major 

fluctuation is observed in the power curve within 54th  to  114th  second & 136th to  196th  

second. This is because, the light source was blocked sometimes while changing its position. 
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Figure 24: Closer view of Azimuth angle while optimizing 

With a closer look [Figure 24], the azimuth motor was reversing till 12th second as the power 

was increasing in this direction. But the power started reducing after 10th second. So, the 

panel stopped there and started moving to opposite direction. It moved up to 18 second mark 

as the power started reducing after 16 second mark. Which means the maximum power was 

1.7 Watt at 16 second mark. And during 16th second the azimuth angle was around 28°. So, 

the panel went back to 28° Azimuth position. Then the tilt angle optimization started. 
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Figure 25: Closer view of Tilt angle while optimizing 

In Figure 25, the tilt angle started optimizing from 18th second. The tilt motor reversed till 22 

second mark, but the power was reducing at that direction, so it started moving to opposite 

direction and the power was uprising up to 52 second mark. At 54 second mark the power 

reduced, so the motor stopped, and the panel went back to around 119° tilt angle position. 

As that was the position at 52 second mark where the power was maximum with the value 

close to 2.1 Watt. Then it remained idle for one minute. Within this one minute the light 

source was moved towards right and lowered a bit. After one minute first tracking cycle starts. 
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Figure 26: Closer view of Azimuth angle while tracking (Cycle-1) 

In Figure 26, tracking in azimuth angle began to act at 112th second. The motor reversed 3° 

and then forwarded 6°. The power at 31° azimuth position at 118 second mark was the 

maximum, so the panel remained there, and tracking in tilt position came into action. 
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Figure 27: Closer view of Tilt angle while tracking (Cycle-1) 

After setting the azimuth angle, tilt angle started increasing from 122nd second [Figure 27] 

while the panel was at 61° tilt position. It reversed 3° then forwarded 6°. The power was 

maximum at 124th second when tilt angle was around 63.7°. So, the panel reversed back to 

63.7° tilt position and settled there for 1 minute. The power at that point was about 2.1 Watt.  

The light source’s position was changed once again. This time it was moved left, keeping the 

height unchanged one more cycle was experimented. 
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Figure 28: Closer view of Azimuth Angle while tracking (Cycle-2) 

In Figure 28, the azimuth motor reversed for 3° and forwarded again 6° just like before. This 

time, the power was maximum at 198th second when the azimuth angle was about 28°. So, 

from 31° position the panel reversed back to 28° azimuth position.  
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Figure 29: Closer view of Tilt Angle while tracking (Cycle-2) 

In Figure 29, at 206th second tilt angle tracking started and just like before tilt motor reversed 

3° and forwarded 6°. And the power was maximum at the starting point which was 63.7° tilt 

position. So, the panel went back to 63.7° and remained there. 

 

 

At the starting point, the panel had an output power of 1.6 Watt and after optimizing and 

tracking, the power reached up to 2.1 watt, which indicates a positive sign towards good 

optimization and tracking.  
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4.6 Storm mode test 

As it was not possible to create a storm in the lab, wind speed equal or greater than 6 m/s 

was set as storm limit. It was not difficult to create 6 m/s wind speed by rotating the 

anemometer by hand. During the test the anemometer was being rotated by hand for the 

whole time.  In addition, in the algorithm the storm mode was supposed to be enabled for 10 

minutes once engaged, but the time is reduced to 30 seconds for the test. Having no effect in 

azimuth angle of storm mode, only tilt angle is presented in the result. 

Result: 

Figure 30: Storm mode test result 

In Figure 30, the wind speed reached over 6 m/s at 38th second. The storm mode is enabled 

instantly, and the panel starts going towards 0° tilt position. At 130th second tilt angle 

becomes 0° and the panel remained there for 30 seconds. After exactly 30 seconds at 160 

second mark storm mode is disabled as the wind speed was below 6 m/s. Then the panel 

started going back to its position where it was before the storm. The tilt angle was about 88° 

before the storm and after the storm it goes back at 87.8° tilt position. Which concludes that 

the algorithm is working as it should. 
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5 Conclusion and further work 

The pyranometer was not giving any reading with the light source used for the test. But it was 

tested that the meter works on direct sunlight. 

Since the H-Bridge didn't employ a freewheeling diode or capacitor, switching may cause a 

high voltage spike. As a result, the life of the relays will shorten. Therefore, this project 

demands for a better H-Bridge design. 

The power measurement reading was very inconsistent. The design and construction of a 

suitable power measurement card is required that can withstand the voltage and current of 

all 8 panels 136 V(maximum) and 23.52 A (maximum) respectively. 

Induction sensors should be mounted at proper positions of the rig and initial angles has to 

be calculated. 

It is recommended that the Wago 750-404/000-003 frequency module be replaced with 

Wago 750-404/000-000 up-down counters. An up-down counter module will reduce the 

complexity of the motor positioning and orientation system.  

The sun’s position calculation has to be incorporated with the program.  

 Some programs are written in a complex way which can be simplified. Also, Optimizing, 

Tracing mode and Storm mode are combined in a single program. They can be written as 

individual program and can be called from one main program. 

Even though an HMI is created within e!cockpit software, a better HMI can be designed. One 

useful feature absents in this design and can be added is the Manual Control maneuverability. 

A mechanical safety system has to be developed which will prevent the rig from 360° rotation 

or hitting any obstacles in case the program or Induction sensors fail. 

For tracking, a Zig zag algorithm proposed by an earlier thesis [3] is used. One problem with 

this algorithm is, it takes longer to optimize. Designing a better algorithm will enhance the 

performance of the whole system. 
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Appendix 

Wiring List 

Pin Name/Number Connected to 

Motor 1, +24V H-Bridge (Motor1 +) 

Motor 1, 0 V H-Bridge (Motor 1 -) 

Hall Sensor 1, Pin 1: 0 V PLC 750-404/1 (0 V) 

Hall Sensor 1, Pin2: +24 V PLC 750-404/1 (24 V) 

Hall Sensor 1, Pin3: Signal PLC 750-404/1 (CLK) 

Motor 2, +24V H-Bridge (Motor2 +) 

Motor 2, 0 V H-Bridge (Motor 2 -) 

Hall Sensor 2, Pin 1: 0 V PLC 750-404/2 (0 V) 

Hall Sensor 2, Pin2: +24 V PLC 750-404/2 (24 V) 

Hall Sensor 2, Pin3: Signal PLC 750-404/2 (CLK) 

Induction Sensor 1, 24V PLC (24 V) 

Induction Sensor 1, Signal PLC 750-455/1 (A1) 

Induction Sensor 2, 24V PLC (24 V) 

Induction Sensor 2, Signal PLC 750-455/1 (A2) 

Induction Sensor 3, 24V PLC (24 V) 

Induction Sensor 3, Signal PLC 750-455/1(A3) 

Induction Sensor 4, 24V PLC (24 V) 

Induction Sensor 4, Signal PLC 750-455/1 (A4) 

Pyranometer, + PLC 750-468 (A1) 

Pyranometer, - PLC 750-468 (GND) 

Anemometer, +24V PLC (24 V) 

Anemometer, 0V PLC (0 V) 

Anemometer, Signal PLC 750-468 (A2) 

H-Bridge, 24V + 24 V Power source (+24 V) 

H-Bridge, 24V - 24 V Power source (GND) 

H-Bridge, FWD_SIG1 (1) PLC 750-504 (D1) 

H-Bridge, FWD_SIG1 (2) PLC 750-504 (V0) 

H-Bridge, REV_SIG1 (1) PLC 750-504 (D2) 

H-Bridge, REV_SIG1 (2) PLC 750-504 (V0) 

H-Bridge, FWD_SIG2 (1) PLC 750-504 (D3) 

H-Bridge, FWD_SIG2 (2) PLC 750-504 (V0) 

H-Bridge, REV_SIG2 (1) PLC 750-504 (D4) 

H-Bridge, REV_SIG2 (2) PLC 750-504 (V0) 
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PV out Current measuring device  

PV out Voltage measuring device  

Voltage measuring device, Signal PLC 750468/2 (A1) 

Current measuring device, Signal PLC 750468/2 (A2) 

Table 3: Wiring list 

 

Codes 

Initializing 

PROGRAM Initialising 
VAR 
  
 CL1,CL2: DWORD; 
 State1,State2,Pstate1,Pstate2 : DWORD:=0; 
 J,X,H,Counter1,Counter2: REAL:=0;  
 WindSpeed,IS1,IS2, IS3, IS4: REAL; 
 Irrad,AM, PM: REAL; 
 AziDeg,TltDeg,Deg1,Deg2,RefDeg :REAL:=0; 
 SFV: REAL:=0.0003;  // voltage scaling factor 
 Delay:TON; 
 Z,I,Power,P0,P1,P2,P3,P4,P5:REAL:=0; 
 M1_FWD, M1_REV: BOOL:=FALSE; 
 M2_FWD, M2_REV: BOOL:=FALSE; 
 LStorm,LOAzi,LOTlt,LHAzi,LHTlt:BOOL:=FALSE; 
 Storm:BOOL;  
 Voltage, Current,Pmax, P2Max: REAL; 
 FbDatalogger1:FbDatalogger; 
 xActivate:BOOL:=TRUE; 
 aValues:ARRAY[1..MAX_CHANNELS] OF REAL; 
 xEvent:BOOL; 
 log_xReady:BOOL; 
 log_sStatus: STRING. 
 log_oStatus: WagoSysErrorBase.FbResult; 
 typConfigParameters:typConfigdatalogger; 
 xInit:BOOL:=TRUE; 
 //M1= Azimuth Motor  M2= Tilt Motor 
END_VAR 
 
 
 typConfigParameters.bDatalogger_type:=3; //Dataplotter format 
 typConfigParameters.sPath:='/media/sd/0Initialising1'; //Path 
 typConfigParameters.xCyclicLogging:=TRUE; 
 typConfigParameters.bInterval :=3; //Interval 
 typConfigParameters.uiIntervalFactor:=1; // write every 1 seconds 
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 //Initialize channels 
 typConfigParameters.atypChannelConfig[1].xChannelExists:=TRUE; 
 typConfigParameters.atypChannelConfig[1].sChannelName:='AzimuthAngle 
(Degree)';  
 typConfigParameters.atypChannelConfig[2].xChannelExists:=TRUE; 
 typConfigParameters.atypChannelConfig[2].sChannelName:='TiltAngle (Degree)';  
 typConfigParameters.atypChannelConfig[3].xChannelExists:=TRUE; 
 typConfigParameters.atypChannelConfig[3].sChannelName:='Power (Milli Watt)'; 
aValues[1]:= Deg1; 
aValues[2]:= Deg2; 
aValues[3]:= I; 
FbDatalogger1( 
 xActivate:=xActivate ,  
 aValues:=aValues ,  
 xEvent:=xEvent ,  
 typConfigParameters:=typConfigParameters ,  
 oStatus=> log_oStatus ,  
 sStatus=> log_sStatus ,  
 xReady=> log_xReady ); 
  
PM:= IoConfig_Globals_Mapping.PM; 
AM:= IoConfig_Globals_Mapping.AM; 
IS1:=IoConfig_Globals_Mapping.IS1; 
IS2:=IoConfig_Globals_Mapping.IS2; 
IS3:=IoConfig_Globals_Mapping.IS3; 
IS4:=IoConfig_Globals_Mapping.IS4; 
CL1:= IoConfig_Globals_Mapping.CL1; 
CL2:= IoConfig_Globals_Mapping.CL2; 
 
 
State1 := CL1; 
IF State1<>Pstate1 THEN 
  Counter1:= Counter1+1; 
  ELSE Counter1:= Counter1; 
END_IF 
Pstate1:=State1; 
IF M1_REV=TRUE THEN Deg1:= 0.05037287*Counter1; 
ELSIF M1_FWD= TRUE THEN Deg1:= 0.05137287*Counter1; END_IF 
 
State2 := CL2; 
IF State2<>Pstate2 THEN 
  Counter2:= Counter2+1; 
  ELSE Counter2:= Counter2; 
END_IF 
Pstate2:=State2; 
Deg2:= 0.05337287*Counter2; 
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//Initialising Azimuth Angle 
IF I=0 AND IS1>32766 THEN M1_FWD:=FALSE; M1_REV:=TRUE; 
 ELSIF I=0 AND IS1<32767 THEN  M1_REV:=FALSE; M1_FWD:=FALSE; I:=1;  
 Deg1:=15; //A predefined Azimuthal angle. ** Can be set depending upon actual 
position on site 

 counter1:=0; 
END_IF 
 
//Initialising Tilt Angle 
IF I=1 AND IS3>32766 THEN M2_FWD:=FALSE; M2_REV:=TRUE; 
 ELSIF I=1 AND IS3<32767 THEN M2_REV:=FALSE; M2_FWD:=FALSE; I:=2; 
 Deg2:=90; //At this initial position the panel will be almost vertical. So the Tilt angle is defined 
as 90 degree  
 counter2:=0; 
END_IF 
 
//Other operation mode (Moving forward as an example in this case) 
IF I=2 AND IS2>32766 AND Deg1<70 THEN 

 M1_REV:=FALSE; M1_FWD:=TRUE; //Azimuthal rotation is limited to 330 degree as 
protection 
ELSIF I=2 AND (IS2<32767 OR Deg1>70) THEN M1_FWD:=FALSE; M1_REV:=FALSE; I:=3; 
END_IF 
 
//Returning to initial position  
IF I=3 AND IS1>32766 THEN M1_FWD:=FALSE; M1_REV:=TRUE; 
 ELSIF I=3 AND IS1<32767 THEN  M1_REV:=FALSE; M1_FWD:=FALSE;  Deg1:=15; 
I:=4; 
 ELSIF I=4 AND IS3>32766 THEN M2_FWD:=FALSE; M2_REV:=TRUE; 
 ELSIF I=4 AND IS3<32767 THEN M2_REV:=FALSE; M2_FWD:=FALSE; Deg2:=90; 
END_IF  
 
 
 
Optimization, Tracking and Storm Mode  
 
PROGRAM PLC_PRG 
VAR 
 CL1,CL2: DWORD; 
 State1,State2,Pstate1,Pstate2 : DWORD:=0; 
 J,X,H,Counter1,Counter2: REAL:=0;  
 WindSpeed,IS1,IS2, IS3, IS4: REAL; 
 Irrad,AM, PM: REAL; 
 AziDeg,TltDeg,Deg1,Deg2,RefDeg :REAL:=0; 
 SFV: REAL:=0.0003;  // voltage scaling factor 
 Delay:TON; 
 Z,I,Power,P0,P1,P2,P3:REAL:=0; 
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 M1_FWD, M1_REV: BOOL:=FALSE; 
 M2_FWD, M2_REV: BOOL:=FALSE; 
 LStorm,LOAzi,LOTlt,LHAzi,LHTlt:BOOL:=FALSE; 
 Storm:BOOL;  
 Voltage, Current,Pmax, P2Max: REAL; 
 FbDatalogger1:FbDatalogger; 
 xActivate:BOOL:=TRUE; 
 aValues:ARRAY[1..MAX_CHANNELS] OF REAL; 
 xEvent:BOOL; 
 log_xReady:BOOL; 
 log_sStatus: STRING; 
 log_oStatus: WagoSysErrorBase.FbResult; 
 typConfigParameters:typConfigdatalogger; 
 xInit:BOOL:=TRUE;  
END_VAR 
 
 //DataLogger 
 typConfigParameters.bDatalogger_type:=3; //Dataplotter format 
 typConfigParameters.sPath:='/media/sd/Storm2'; //Path 
 typConfigParameters.xCyclicLogging:=TRUE; 
 typConfigParameters.bInterval :=3; //Interval 
 typConfigParameters.uiIntervalFactor:=2; // write every 2 seconds 
 //Channel Configuration 
 typConfigParameters.atypChannelConfig[1].xChannelExists:=TRUE; 
 typConfigParameters.atypChannelConfig[1].sChannelName:='AzimuthAngle 
(Degree)';  
 typConfigParameters.atypChannelConfig[2].xChannelExists:=TRUE; 
 typConfigParameters.atypChannelConfig[2].sChannelName:='TiltAngle (Degree)';  
 typConfigParameters.atypChannelConfig[3].xChannelExists:=TRUE; 

typConfigParameters.atypChannelConfig[3].sChannelName:='Power (Milli Watt)'; 
 typConfigParameters.atypChannelConfig[4].xChannelExists:=TRUE; 
 typConfigParameters.atypChannelConfig[4].sChannelName:='Wind Speed (m/s)'; 
 typConfigParameters.atypChannelConfig[5].xChannelExists:=TRUE; 
 typConfigParameters.atypChannelConfig[5].sChannelName:='I'; 
aValues[1]:= AziDeg; 
aValues[2]:= TltDeg; 
aValues[3]:= Power; 
aValues[4]:= WindSpeed; 
aValues[5]:= I; 
FbDatalogger1( 
 xActivate:=xActivate ,  
 aValues:=aValues ,  
 xEvent:=xEvent ,  
 typConfigParameters:=typConfigParameters ,  
 oStatus=> log_oStatus ,  
 sStatus=> log_sStatus ,  
 xReady=> log_xReady ); 
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//Sensors configuration 
PM:= IoConfig_Globals_Mapping.PM; //Pyranometer 
AM:= IoConfig_Globals_Mapping.AM; //Anemometer 
IS1:=IoConfig_Globals_Mapping.IS1; //4 Induction sensors 
IS2:=IoConfig_Globals_Mapping.IS2; 
IS3:=IoConfig_Globals_Mapping.IS3; 
IS4:=IoConfig_Globals_Mapping.IS4; 
CL1:= IoConfig_Globals_Mapping.CL1; //2 pulse counter for motor positioning 
CL2:= IoConfig_Globals_Mapping.CL2; 
 
WindSpeed:=AM*SFV*6.0975; //Sensitivity of Anemometer is 0.164 Vs/m 
Irrad:=(SFV*PM)/49.5; //Sensitivity of Pyranometer is 49.5 
Voltage:= SFV*100*IoConfig_Globals_Mapping.Voltage; 
Current:= SFV*2.5*IoConfig_Globals_Mapping.Current*0.9; 
Power:= Voltage*Current*1000; 
 
State1 := CL1; 
IF State1<>Pstate1 THEN 
  Counter1:= Counter1+1; 
  //ELSE Counter1:= Counter1; 
END_IF 
Pstate1:=State1; 
IF M1_REV=TRUE THEN Deg1:= 0.05037287*Counter1; 
ELSIF M1_FWD= TRUE THEN Deg1:= 0.05137287*Counter1; END_IF 
 
State2 := CL2; 
IF State2<>Pstate2 THEN 
  Counter2:= Counter2+1; 
  //ELSE Counter2:= Counter2; 
END_IF 
Pstate2:=State2; 
Deg2:= 0.05337287*Counter2; 
 
//For HMI 
IF I>-1 AND I<5 THEN LOAzi:= TRUE; ELSE LOAzi:=FALSE; END_IF 
IF I>4 AND I<10 THEN LOTlt:= TRUE; ELSE LOTlt:=FALSE; END_IF 
IF I>9 AND I<12 THEN LHAzi:= TRUE; ELSE LHAzi:=FALSE; END_IF 
IF I>11 AND I<14 THEN LHTlt:= TRUE; ELSE LHTlt:=FALSE; END_IF 
 
 
//STORM MODE 
IF WindSpeed>5 THEN I:=100; Delay(IN:=FALSE); END_IF 
  
IF I=100 AND X=0 THEN LStorm:=TRUE; M1_FWD:= FALSE; M1_REV:=FALSE; 
M2_FWD:=FALSE; M2_REV:=FALSE; Counter2:=0; Deg2:=0;  RefDeg:=TltDeg; X:=1;  
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ELSIF I=100 AND X=1 AND IS4>32766 AND Deg2<(80-RefDeg) THEN M2_REV:=FALSE;
 M2_FWD:=TRUE; 
ELSIF I=100 AND X=1 AND IS4>32766 AND Deg2>(80-RefDeg) THEN M2_REV:=FALSE;
 M2_FWD:=FALSE; Delay(IN:=TRUE, PT:=T#30S); IF NOT(Delay.Q) THEN RETURN; 
END_IF Delay(IN:=FALSE);  
  TltDeg:=TltDeg+Deg2;  Counter2:=0; Deg2:=0; X:=0; J:=2; LStorm:=FALSE; 
I:=150; 
END_IF 
      
IF WindSpeed<5 AND J=2 AND IS3>32766  AND (TltDeg-RefDeg)>Deg2 THEN 
 M2_FWD:=FALSE; M2_REV:=TRUE;   
ELSIF WindSpeed<5 AND J=2 AND IS3>32766  AND (TltDeg-RefDeg)<Deg2 THEN 
 M2_FWD:=FALSE; M2_REV:=FALSE;  TltDeg:=TltDeg-Deg2; Counter2:=0; Deg2:=0; 
I:=10; J:=0; 
END_IF 
 
//State 0 
IF IS1>32766 AND I=0 AND WindSpeed<5 THEN 
 IF I=0 AND Z=0 THEN P0:= Power; Z:=1; 
 ELSIF I=0 AND Z=1 AND Deg1<3 THEN M1_FWD:= FALSE; M1_REV:= TRUE; P1:=Power; 
 ELSIF I=0 AND Z=1 AND Deg1>3 THEN M1_FWD:= FALSE; M1_REV:= FALSE; 
AziDeg:=AziDeg-Deg1; I:=1;    
ELSIF Windspeed>5 THEN I:=100; END_IF 
END_IF 
 
//State 1 
IF IS2>32766 AND I=1 AND WindSpeed<5 AND P1>P0 THEN  Counter1:=0; Deg1:=0; I:=0; Z:=0; 
ELSIF IS2>32766 AND I=1 AND WindSpeed<5 AND P1=P0 THEN  Counter1:=0; Deg1:=0; I:=0; 
Z:=0; 
ELSIF IS2>32766 AND I=1 AND WindSpeed<5 AND P0>P1 THEN  Counter1:=0; Deg1:=0; I:=2;
 Z:=0; 
ELSIF WindSpeed>5 THEN I:=100;  
END_IF 
 
//State 2 
IF IS1>32766 AND I=2 AND WindSpeed<5 THEN 
 IF I=2 AND Z=0 THEN P0:= Power; Z:=1; 
 ELSIF I=2 AND Z=1 AND Deg1<3 THEN M1_REV:= FALSE; M1_FWD:= TRUE; P1:=Power; 
 ELSIF I=2 AND Z=1 AND Deg1>3 THEN M1_FWD:= FALSE; M1_REV:= FALSE; 
AziDeg:=AziDeg+Deg1;  I:=3; Counter1:=0; Deg1:=0;     
ELSIF Windspeed>5 THEN I:=100; END_IF 
END_IF 
 
//State3 
IF IS2>32766 AND I=3 AND WindSpeed<5 AND P1>P0 THEN  I:=2; Z:=0; 
ELSIF IS2>32766 AND I=3 AND WindSpeed<5 AND P1=P0 THEN  I:=2; Z:=0; 
ELSIF IS2>32766 AND I=3 AND WindSpeed<5 AND P0>P1 THEN   I:=4; Z:=0; 
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ELSIF WindSpeed>5 THEN I:=100;  
END_IF 
 
//State4 
IF IS2>32766 AND I=4 AND WindSpeed<5 AND Deg1<3 THEN  M1_FWD:= FALSE; M1_REV:= 
TRUE; 
ELSIF IS2>32766 AND I=4 AND WindSpeed<5 AND Deg1>3 THEN  M1_FWD:= FALSE; 
M1_REV:= FALSE; AziDeg:=AziDeg-Deg1; I:=5; Counter1:=0; Deg1:=0;   
END_IF 
 
 
//State 5 
IF IS3>32766 AND I=5 AND WindSpeed<5 THEN 
 IF I=5 AND Z=0 THEN P0:= Power; Z:=1; 
 ELSIF I=5 AND Z=1 AND Deg2<3 THEN M2_FWD:= FALSE; M2_REV:= TRUE; P1:=Power; 
 ELSIF I=5 AND Z=1 AND Deg2>3 THEN M2_FWD:= FALSE; M2_REV:= FALSE; 
TltDeg:=TltDeg-Deg2; I:=6;    
ELSIF Windspeed>5 THEN I:=100; END_IF 
END_IF 
 
//State 6 
IF IS3>32766 AND I=6 AND WindSpeed<5 AND P1>P0 THEN  Counter2:=0; Deg2:=0; I:=5; Z:=0; 
ELSIF IS3>32766 AND I=6 AND WindSpeed<5 AND P1=P0 THEN  Counter2:=0; Deg2:=0; I:=5; 
Z:=0; 
ELSIF IS3>32766 AND I=6 AND WindSpeed<5 AND P0>P1 THEN  Counter2:=0; Deg2:=0; I:=7;
 Z:=0; 
ELSIF WindSpeed>5 THEN I:=100;  
END_IF 
 
//State 7 
IF IS3>32766 AND I=7 AND WindSpeed<5 THEN 
 IF I=7 AND Z=0 THEN P0:= Power; Z:=1; 
 ELSIF I=7 AND Z=1 AND Deg2<3 THEN M2_REV:= FALSE; M2_FWD:= TRUE; P1:=Power; 
 ELSIF I=7 AND Z=1 AND Deg2>3 THEN M2_FWD:= FALSE; M2_REV:= FALSE; 
TltDeg:=TltDeg+Deg2; I:=8; Counter2:=0; Deg2:=0;     
ELSIF Windspeed>5 THEN I:=100; END_IF 
END_IF 
 
//State8 
IF IS4>32766 AND I=8 AND WindSpeed<5 AND P1>P0 THEN  I:=7; Z:=0; 
ELSIF IS4>32766 AND I=8 AND WindSpeed<5 AND P1=P0 THEN  I:=7; Z:=0; 
ELSIF IS4>32766 AND I=8 AND WindSpeed<5 AND P0>P1 THEN   I:=9; Z:=0; 
ELSIF WindSpeed>5 THEN I:=100;  
END_IF 
 
//State9 
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IF IS4>32766 AND I=9 AND WindSpeed<5 AND Deg2<3 THEN  M2_FWD:= FALSE; M2_REV:= 
TRUE; 
ELSIF IS4>32766 AND I=9 AND WindSpeed<5 AND Deg2>3 THEN  M2_FWD:= FALSE; 
M2_REV:= FALSE;  Delay(IN:=TRUE, PT:=T#60S); IF NOT(Delay.Q) THEN RETURN; END_IF 
Delay(IN:=FALSE); I:=10; TltDeg:=TltDeg-Deg2; Counter2:=0; Deg2:=0; 
END_IF 
 
//Tracking M1  
IF I=10 AND WindSpeed<5 THEN 
 IF I=10 AND H=0 AND Deg1<1 THEN P0:= Power; H:=1; 
 ELSIF I=10 AND H=1 AND  Deg1<3 AND IS1>32766 AND IS2>32766 AND WindSpeed<5 
THEN M1_REV:= FALSE; M1_FWD:= TRUE; P1:= Power;  
  ELSIF I=10 AND H=1 AND  Deg1>3 AND IS1>32766 AND IS3>32766 AND 
WindSpeed<5 THEN M1_REV:= FALSE; M1_FWD:= FALSE; AziDeg:=AziDeg+Deg1; H:=2; 
Counter1:=0; Deg1:=0; 
 ELSIF I=10 AND H=2 AND  Deg1<6 AND IS1>32766 AND IS2>32766 AND WindSpeed<5 
THEN M1_FWD:= FALSE; M1_REV:= TRUE; P2:=Power; 
 ELSIF I=10 AND H=2 AND  Deg1>6 AND WindSpeed<5 THEN M1_FWD:= FALSE; 
M1_REV:= FALSE; AziDeg:=AziDeg-Deg1; I:=11; H:=0; Counter1:=0; Deg1:=0; 
   ELSIF WindSpeed>5 THEN I:=100; 
 END_IF; 
 P2Max:= MAX(P0,(MAX(P1,P2)));  
END_IF 
   
IF I=11 AND P2Max=P2 AND WindSpeed<5 THEN M1_FWD:= FALSE; M1_REV:= FALSE;  P0:=0; 
P1:=0; P2:=0; P3:=0; Counter1:=0; Deg1:=0; I:=12; 
 
 ELSIF I=11 AND P2Max = P0 AND WindSpeed<5 AND Deg1<3 THEN M1_REV:= FALSE; 
M1_FWD:= TRUE;  
  ELSIF I=11 AND P2Max = P0 AND WindSpeed<5 AND Deg1>3 THEN M1_REV:= 
FALSE; M1_FWD:= FALSE; AziDeg:=AziDeg+Deg1;  P0:=0; P1:=0; P2:=0; P3:=0; Counter1:=0; 
Deg1:=0; I:=12;   
   ELSIF I=11 AND P2Max= P1 AND WindSpeed<5 AND Deg1<6 THEN 
M1_REV:= FALSE; M1_FWD:= TRUE;  
   ELSIF I=11 AND P2Max= P1 AND WindSpeed<5 AND Deg1>6 THEN 
M1_REV:= FALSE; M1_FWD:= FALSE; AziDeg:=AziDeg+Deg1;  P0:=0; P1:=0; P2:=0; P3:=0; 
Counter1:=0; Deg1:=0; I:=12; 
ELSIF WindSpeed>5 THEN I:=100; 
END_IF 
  
//Tracking M2 
IF I=12 AND WindSpeed<5 THEN 
 IF I=12 AND H=0 AND Deg2<1 THEN P0:= Power; H:=1; 
 ELSIF I=12 AND H=1 AND  Deg2<3 AND IS3>32766 AND IS4>32766 AND WindSpeed<5 
THEN M2_REV:= FALSE; M2_FWD:= TRUE; P1:= Power;  
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  ELSIF I=12 AND H=1 AND  Deg2>3 AND IS3>32766 AND IS4>32766 AND 
WindSpeed<5 THEN M2_REV:= FALSE; M2_FWD:= FALSE; TltDeg:=TltDeg+Deg2; H:=2; 
Counter2:=0; Deg2:=0; 
 ELSIF I=12 AND H=2 AND  Deg2<6 AND IS3>32766 AND IS4>32766 AND WindSpeed<5 
THEN M2_FWD:= FALSE; M2_REV:= TRUE; P2:=Power; 
 ELSIF I=12 AND H=2 AND  Deg2>6 AND WindSpeed<5 THEN M2_FWD:= FALSE; 
M2_REV:= FALSE; TltDeg:=TltDeg-Deg2; I:=13; H:=0; Counter2:=0; Deg2:=0; 
   ELSIF WindSpeed>5 THEN I:=100; 
 END_IF; 
 P2Max:= MAX(P0,(MAX(P1,P2)));  
END_IF 
   
 
IF I=13 AND P2Max=P2 AND WindSpeed<5 THEN M2_FWD:= FALSE; M2_REV:= FALSE; 
Delay(IN:=TRUE, PT:=T#60S); IF NOT(Delay.Q) THEN RETURN; END_IF Delay(IN:=FALSE); 
P0:=0; P1:=0; P2:=0; P3:=0; Counter2:=0; Deg2:=0; I:=10; 
  ELSIF I=13 AND P2Max = P0 AND WindSpeed<5 AND Deg2<3 THEN M2_REV:= 
FALSE; M2_FWD:= TRUE;  
  ELSIF I=13 AND P2Max = P0 AND WindSpeed<5 AND Deg2>3 THEN M2_REV:= 
FALSE; M2_FWD:= FALSE;  Delay(IN:=TRUE, PT:=T#60S); IF NOT(Delay.Q) THEN RETURN; 
END_IF Delay(IN:=FALSE); P0:=0; P1:=0; P2:=0; P3:=0; TltDeg:=TltDeg+Deg2; Counter2:=0; 
Deg2:=0; I:=10;   
  ELSIF I=13 AND P2Max= P1 AND WindSpeed<5 AND Deg2<6 THEN M2_REV:= 
FALSE; M2_FWD:= TRUE;  
  ELSIF I=13 AND P2Max= P1 AND WindSpeed<5 AND Deg2>6 THEN M2_REV:= 
FALSE; M2_FWD:= FALSE;  Delay(IN:=TRUE, PT:=T#60S); IF NOT(Delay.Q) THEN RETURN; 
END_IF Delay(IN:=FALSE); P0:=0; P1:=0; P2:=0; P3:=0; TltDeg:=TltDeg+Deg2; Counter2:=0; 
Deg2:=0; I:=10; 
ELSIF WindSpeed>5 THEN I:=100;   
END_IF  
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Figure 1: Test setup for Power measuring PCB 

 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Panel position during storm mode



 
 

 

 
 


































































